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THE SPECTRAL PROPERTIES OF VANDERMONDE MATRICES WITH
CLUSTERED NODES
DMITRY BATENKOV, BENEDIKT DIEDERICHS, GIL GOLDMAN, AND YOSEF YOMDIN
Abstract. We study rectangular Vandermonde matrices V with N ` 1 rows and s irregularly
spaced nodes on the unit circle, in cases where some of the nodes are “clustered” together – the
elements inside each cluster being separated by at most h À 1
N
, and the clusters being separated
from each other by at least θ Á 1
N
. We show that any pair of column subspaces corresponding to
two different clusters are nearly orthogonal: the minimal principal angle between them is at most
pi
2
´
c1
Nθ
´ c2Nh,
for some constants c1, c2 depending only on the multiplicities of the clusters. As a result, spectral
analysis of VN is significantly simplified by reducing the problem to the analysis of each cluster
individually. Consequently we derive accurate estimates for 1) all the singular values of V, and 2)
componentwise condition numbers for the linear least squares problem. Importantly, these estimates
are exponential only in the local cluster multiplicities, while changing at most linearly with s.
1. Introduction
1.1. Background. For an ordered set of distinct nodes X “ tx1, . . . , xsu with xj P p´π, πs, and
N ě s ´ 1, we consider the pN ` 1q ˆ s Vandermonde matrix V “ VN pX q with nodes teıxj usj“1,
given by1
VN pX q “
»—————–
1 1 . . . 1
eıx1 eıx2 . . . eıxs
eı2x1 eı2x2 . . . eı2xs
...
...
...
...
eıNx1 eıNx2 . . . eıNxs
fiffiffiffiffiffifl . (1.1)
Square and rectangular Vandermonde matrices have been studied quite extensively by numerical
analysts due to their close relation to polynomial interpolation and approximation, quadrature and
related topics, see e.g. [17, 10, 23, 24, 26, 25, 22, 12, 38, 45, 11] and references therein. The matrices
VN as in (1.1) have also received recent attention in the applied harmonic analysis community with
relation to the problem of mathematical super-resolution [7, 4, 37, 6, 35, 34, 20, 19, 32, 31], where
the magnitude of their smallest singular value controls the limit of stable recovery of point sources
from bandlimited data. Similar connections exist in spectral estimation and direction of arrival
problems, where VN are closely related to data covariance matrices [33, 42, 44, 48].
While Vandermonde matrices with real nodes are known to be ill-conditioned (for instance, the
condition number must grow exponentially in s, see [11, 12, 38] and references therein), the situation
may be drastically different for complex nodes. Indeed, the columns ofVN become orthogonal when
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1Note a slight abuse of notation as V depends not only on X , but also on the ordering of the nodes. Therefore,
we always assume that the set of nodes comes with an arbitrary, but fixed, ordering.
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X is a subset of the roots of unity of order N ` 1, but on the other hand may be arbitrary close to
each other if two or more nodes collide. When the minimal distance2 between any two nodes in X
(denoted by η in this section) is larger than 1
N
, the matrix VN pX q is known to be well-conditioned.
The sharpest result in that direction was recently presented in [20], building upon earlier results
[3, 37, 34, 9]. On the other hand, the singular value decomposition of VN in the special case of
equispaced and nearly colliding nodes (i.e. xj “ x0 ` jη and Nη ! 1) can be derived from the
seminal works on the spectral concentration problem by Slepian and co-workers, see [6, 40, 39] and
references therein. In this case, VN becomes severely ill-conditioned, e.g. κ pVN q „ pNηq´s`1,
analogous to the situation with real-valued nodes. Between the two extremes mentioned above, the
general case of irregularly spaced and partially colliding nodes is much less investigated.
1.2. The partial clustering model. In the context of super-resolution (see references in the
previous section, and in particular the detailed discussions in [6, 7, 19]), the phase transition
η « 1{N corresponds to the classical Rayleigh-Nyquist limit. In the case η ! 1
N
, it was shown
in e.g. [34] that the error amplification for recovering a sparse atomic measure supported on X
from N Fourier coefficients can be as large as « pNηq´2s`1, and moreover this worst-case scenario
happens precisely when all the nodes are “clumped” together (this is in fact equivalent to Slepian’s
equispaced configuration). In applications of super-resolution (see e.g. [5]), frequently there exists
a prior information that only a small number of nodes, say ℓ ď s, can become very close to each
other (with respect to the Rayleigh length scale 1{N), in which case one can expect much more
stable recovery. Indeed, it was very recently shown in [6] that in this case, the minimax error rate
scales like pNηq´2ℓ`1, albeit with proportionality constants which decay exponentially in s. In [7]
a closely related problem of super-resolution from continuous frequency measurements in a band
r´Ω,Ωs under the clustered model was investigated in the sub-Rayleigh regime η ! 1
Ω
, and the
error rate pΩηq´2ℓ`1 was established. In these works, the error rate is directly linked to the smallest
singular value of VN and its close relative, the confluent Vandermonde matrix [26].
Several other recent works by different groups investigated the matrices VN under the partial
clustering assumptions [1, 2, 31, 32, 34, 35], similarly showing that VN is only mildly ill-conditioned
if ℓ ! s (see Subsection 1.4 below). Motivated by the above developments, in this paper we continue
the investigation of the partial clustering model.
1.3. Contributions. We suppose that the nodes txju are divided into disjoint groups (clusters),
each of which is contained in an interval of length at most h À 1
N
, while the inter-cluster distances
are at least θ Á 1
N
(see Definition 2.3 below). Our main result (Theorem 2.1) establishes that the
subspaces of CN`1 corresponding to each cluster (the so-called “cluster subspaces”, see Definition
2.4 below) are nearly orthogonal. In more detail, we show that for large enough Nθ and small
enough Nh, the complementary subspace angle between each pair of cluster subspaces is at most
c1
Nθ
` c2Nh for some constants c1, c2 depending only on the multiplicities of (number of nodes in)
the clusters. As a result, spectral analysis of VN is significantly simplified, reducing the problem to
the analysis of each cluster separately (see Theorem 2.2). To demonstrate this general principle, we
establish the following results for the case that the points are approximately uniformly distributed
in each cluster:
(1) We derive full asymptotic description of all the singular values of VN (Theorems 2.3, 2.2).
(2) In the particular case where the size of all the clusters is of the same order h, the singular
values of N´1{2VN have the following simple scales (up to constants):
pNhq0, ...., pNhqℓ´1,
2All distances are in the wrap-around sense, to be defined precisely below.
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where ℓ is the maximal multiplicity of any cluster. Furthermore, the number of singular
values scaling as pNhqj´1 is exactly equal to the number of clusters of multiplicity at least
j (see Corollary 2.1).
(3) In Theorem 2.4 we obtain componentwise stability bounds of the linear least squares problem
min
a
}VN pX qa´ b}2.
In particular, we show that the entries of a corresponding to the nodes of X inside a cluster
of size h and multiplicity ℓ (i.e. h, ℓ may be different for different clusters), have condition
numbers proportional to pNhq1´ℓ, with the proportionality constant scaling linearly with
s. In contrast, without prior geometric assumptions, all the entries have condition number
on the scale of pNηq1´s (where η is the global minimal separation of the nodes).
1.4. Related work and discussion. The scaling σj
´
1?
N
VN
¯
« pNηqj´1 for a single cluster can
also be derived from [40, 33]. In the proof of Theorem 2.3 we use a particular technique based on
Taylor expansion of the kernel matrix VHNVN , used in [46]. It will be interesting to investigate the
possibility of extending our result to more general types of matrices, for instance those considered
in [33]. Another interesting question is to allow the nodes of the Vandermonde matrix to be in a
small annulus containing the unit circle, as in [38].
Several previous works studied the behaviour of the minimal singular value of clustered Vander-
monde matrices in the regime Nη ! 1. Below, positive constants that are independent of N, η are
indicated by c1, c2, . . . , c, c
1, . . . . From Corollary 2.1 it directly follows that
σmin
ˆ
1?
N
VN
˙
ě cpNηqℓ´1, Nη ă c1, (1.2)
where, again, ℓ is the largest multiplicity. This scaling has been previously established in [6, 34, 32],
by completely different techniques and under additional conditions. In the following, we briefly
compare those results to ours.
‚ The bound (1.2) was first established in [6] in the regime Nθ ě c1. However, it was also
required that the entire node set X be contained in an interval of length 1
s2
. Compared
with [6] we similarly require that Nθ ě c2, but the node set X is no longer restricted to
such a tiny interval.
‚ In [32] (building upon [34]), (1.2) was shown to hold with c1 “ 1 but under further restriction
of the form
Nθ ą c3pγqpNηq´γ , (1.3)
where γ ą 0 can be arbitrarily small. However in this case limγÑ0 c3pγq “ 8 and also
limγÑ0 cpγq “ 0 where c is the constant in (1.2). To make a comparison, let us fix θ, γ
and consider what values of η are covered, first by our result: η P `0, c1N´1‰ and then by
[34, 32]: η P rc2N´p1`γ´1q, N´1s. Note that:
– The regime η P `0, c1N´1‰ allows η Ñ 0 for a fixed N ;
– If N is sufficiently large then the regimes overlap, and all values of η P `0, N´1‰ are
either covered by the results of this paper or those of [34, 32].
‚ Our constant c in (1.2) is not explicit, while the authors of [32] managed to prove that
under the condition (1.3) with γ “ ℓ´1
2
, the constant cpγq is of order C´ℓ, for an absolute
constant C (in [6] a much worse estimate c „ s´2s was given). The scaling c „ C´ℓ can be
shown to be optimal (up to the magnitude of the absolute constant C), see [32, Example
5.1]. Simulations suggest that (1.2) holds with c „ C´ℓ whenever Nθ ě c4, i.e. the clusters
separation should only be large with respect to 1
N
, regardless of the relation between N and
η. We plan to close this gap in the constant in a future publication.
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In addition, our results have consequences for the analysis of super-resolution problem and algo-
rithms, both on-grid and off-grid [7, 6, 21, 34, 35]. In this context, it should also be interesting to
investigate low-rank approximation for the covariance matrices [12, 48].
We hope that using the cluster subspace orthogonality it will be possible to provide an accurate
description of the singular vectors, in particular, their spectral concentration properties. These
questions are important in e.g. time-frequency analysis and sampling of multiband signals [28].
1.5. Organization of the paper. In Section 2 we establish some notation and formulate our
main results. In Section 3 we develop the necessary tools and prove Theorem 2.1. In Section 4 we
analyze the case of a single cluster and prove Theorem 2.3. In Section 5 we analyze the multi-cluster
setting and prove Theorems 2.2 and 2.4. In Section 6 we present results of numerical experiments
validating our main results.
1.6. Acknowledgements. The research of GG and YY is supported in part by the Minerva Foun-
dation.
2. Main results
2.1. Notation. For a matrix A, AH denotes the Hermitian transpose of A, and A: denotes the
Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse [13] of A. The k-th component of a vector x is denoted by pxqk,
and pi, jq-th entry of a matrix A is denoted by pAqi,j. We denote the spectral, the maximum and
the Frobenius norm of A, respectively, by: }A} “ max}a}“1 }Aa}, }A}max “ maxj,k |pAqj,k| and
}A}F “
´ř
j,k |pAqj,k|2
¯ 1
2
.
The following relations are standard and we use them frequently:
}A}max ď }A} ď }A}F ď
?
r}A}, if A is of rank r. (2.1)
For any A as above, we will refer to its singular values in a decreasing order and list them as
σmaxpAq “ σ1pAq ě . . . ě σminpm,nqpAq “ σminpAq.
We use the Landau symbols O for an asymptotic upper bound and Θ for asymptotically equal up
to constants.
Now we define the clustering configuration of the nodes.
Definition 2.1 (Wrap-around distance). For x, y P R, we denote the wrap-around distance
∆px, yq “ |Arg exp ıpx´ yq| “ |x´ y mod p´π, πs| P r0, πs ,
where for z P Czt0u, Argpzq is the principal value of the argument of z, taking values in p´π, πs.
Definition 2.2 (Single cluster configuration). The node set X “ tx1, . . . , xsu Ă p´π, πs is said to
form
‚ an ph, sq-cluster if
@x, y P X , x ‰ y : 0 ă ∆px, yq ď h;
‚ an ph, τ, sq-cluster, for some τ ą 0, if
@x, y P X , x ‰ y : τh ď ∆px, yq ď h.
Remark 2.1. Clearly, an ph, τ, sq cluster is in particular an ph, sq-cluster, where in addition we
assume that the nodes are approximately uniformly distributed within the cluster.
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Definition 2.3 (Multi-cluster configuration). The node set X “ tx1, . . . , xsu Ă p´π, πs is said
to form an pphpjq, spjqqMj“1, θq (respectively, pphpjq, τ pjq, spjqqMj“1, θq)-clustered configuration if there
exists an M -partition X “ ŢMj“1 Cpjq, such that for each j P t1, . . . ,Mu the following conditions are
satisfied:
‚ Cpjq is an phpjq, spjqq (respectively, an phpjq, τ pjq, spjqq)-cluster;
‚ ∆px, yq ě θ ą 0, @x P Cpjq, @y P X zCpjq.
Below we write Ckps1, s2, . . . , sjq orNkps1, s2, ..., sjq, for some indexes k, j and parameters s1, . . . , sj ,
to indicate a constant that depends only on s1, . . . , sj.
2.2. Cluster subspace orthogonality.
Definition 2.4 (Cluster subspace). Let X “ tx1, . . . , xsu Ă p´π, πs and let v1, . . . ,vs denote
the columns of the Vandermonde matrix VN pX q. We denote by LpX q the subspace spanned by
v1, . . . ,vs, i.e.
LpX q :“ LpX , Nq “ spantv1, . . . ,vsu Ă CN`1.
Definition 2.5 (Minimal principal angle). For two subspaces L1, L2 Ă CN`1, the minimal principal
angle =minpL1, L2q between L1 and L2, taking values in r0, π2 s, is defined as
=minpL1, L2q :“ min
vPL1zt0u,uPL2zt0u
arccos
ˆ |xv, uy|
}v} ¨ }u}
˙
.
Our first main result, proved in Section 3, reads as follows.
Theorem 2.1 (Cluster subspaces orthogonality). Let X and Y form an php1q, s1q- and php2q, s2q-
clusters, respectively, such that
∆px, yq ě θ @x P X , y P Y.
Put h “ max `hp1q, hp2q˘. Then there exist positive constants C1, C2, C3 and C4, depending only
on s1 and s2, such that for all N with C1 ď N ď C2h we have
=minpLpX , Nq, LpY, Nqq ě π
2
´ C4
Nθ
´ C3Nh. (2.2)
Remark 2.2. Note that Theorem 2.1 holds irrespective of the inner structure of each cluster.
Remark 2.3. Clearly, if N ą max `C1, 4πC4˘ ¨ max `1, θ´1˘ and Nh ă min´C2, π4C3¯, then =min
is guaranteed to be positive. So, Theorem 2.1 will always produce a nontrivial bound for sufficiently
large N and sufficiently small Nh.
Remark 2.4. All the constants in Theorem 2.1 (except C1) can be given explicitly. However, we
feel that little is to be gained by doing so, as these constants are relatively complicated and we have
not tried to optimize them. For instance, they depend on the smallest eigenvalue of the normalized
Hilbert matrix, a quantity which has no known non-asymptotic closed formula (see Remark 3.2).
That said, note that the asymptotic behavior is captured accurately, as our numerical experiments
in Section 6 demonstrate.
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2.3. Full spectral description. Now we establish accurate estimates for all the singular values
of V.
First, using the orthogonality result (Theorem 2.1), we show in Section 5.3 that the set of all the
singular values of V equals, up to a small multiplicative perturbation, to the union of the sets of
singular values of the sub-matrices of V, corresponding to the clusters.
Theorem 2.2 (Multi-cluster Vandermonde matrix singular values). Suppose that the node set
X “ tx1, . . . , xsu Ă p´π, πs forms an pphpjq, spjqqMj“1, θq-clustered configuration, and consider the
Vandermonde matrix VN pX q and its sub-matrices formed by each cluster, VN pCp1qq, . . . ,VN pCpMqq.
Let
σ1 ě . . . ě σs
be the singular values of VN pX q in non-increasing order. Further, let
σ˜1 ě . . . ě σ˜s
be all the singular values of the sub-matrices tVN pCpjqqu, also in non-increasing order.
Put h “ maxjphpjqq. Then there exist positive constants C5, C6, C7 and C8, depending only on
sp1q, . . . , spMq, such that for all N satisfying C5
θ
ď N ď C6
h
we haveˆ
1´ C7
Nθ
´ C8Nh
˙ 1
2
σ˜j ď σj ď
ˆ
1` C7
Nθ
` C8Nh
˙ 1
2
σ˜j , j “ 1, . . . , s. (2.3)
Remark 2.5. In the proof of Theorem 2.2 it is ensured that 1´ C7
Nθ
´ C8Nh ą 0, see Proposition
5.1 and in particular (5.12). Compare this with Remark 2.3.
The dependency of the constants on s is only linear. See Remark 5.1.
Thus, the analysis of the spectrum of VN is reduced to looking at each cluster separately. To
that effect, our next result (proved in Section 4) provides the decay rates for the singular values
corresponding to a single cluster, assuming that the distribution of the nodes inside the cluster is
approximately uniform.
Theorem 2.3 (Single cluster singular values). Let X form an ph, τ, sq-cluster. Then there exist
constants C9pτ, sq, C10pτ, sq and C11psq, such that for all N ě s and Nh ď C9 we have
C10N
1
2 pNhqj´1 ď σj pVN pX qq ď C11N 12 pNhqj´1 , j “ 1, . . . , s. (2.4)
Combining Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 provides complete scaling of all the singular values of VN pX q for
the case of approximately uniform clusters (i.e. minj τ
pjq ě τ ą 0). If we assume, in addition, that
all the cluster sizes hpjq are of the same order (for simplicity we may take them to be equal to each
other), then we have a particularly simple description of the spectrum of VN as follows.
Corollary 2.1 (Entire spectrum). Let X form an pphpjq, τ pjq, spjqqMj“1, θq-clustered configuration,
and furthermore suppose that hp1q “ hp2q “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ hpMq “ h. For each j “ 1, 2, . . . ,maxj spjq, define
ℓj :“ #t1 ď k ďM : j ď spkqu.
Then, there exist constants C12 and C13 such that for all Nθ ě C12 and Nh ď C13 there are precisely
ℓj singular values of VN pX q scaling like — N 12 pNhqj´1. All the constants in the statement depend
only on
`
spjq, τ pjq
˘M
j“1.
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2.4. Accuracy of least squares problems.
Definition 2.6 (Cluster index set). For a multi-cluster X “ tx1, . . . , xsu, for each 1 ď j ďM , we
define Cj “ Cj pX q to be the indices of all the nodes in cluster j, i.e.
Cj pX q “
!
ℓ : xℓ P Cpjq
)
.
Definition 2.7 (Least squares solution). Given a multi-cluster X as in Definition 2.3, N ą s, and
a vector b P CN`1, define
a pX ,bq :“ argmin
a
}VN pX qa´ b}2.
In Section 5.4 we prove the following result.
Theorem 2.4. Suppose that the node set X “ tx1, . . . , xsu Ă p´π, πs forms an pphpjq, τ pjq, spjqqMj“1,
θq-clustered configuration, with h “ max1ďjďMphpjqq. Let N satisfy C14θ ď N ď C15h for certain
constants C14psp1q, . . . , spMqq and C15psp1q, . . . , spMqq to be specified in the proof. Next, let a0 P Cs be
arbitrary and b0 “ VN pX qa0. Then for each j P t1, 2, . . . ,Mu there exists a constant C16pspjq, τ pjqq
such that for all ℓ P Cj pX q we haveˇˇˇˇ`
a pX ,bq ´ a0
˘
ℓ
ˇˇˇˇ
ď C16s
ˆ
1
Nhpjq
˙spjq´1
}b´ b0}8. (2.5)
The above result shows that for multi-cluster distributions of the nodes, the componentwise condi-
tion numbers are much more accurate than the standard condition number. Indeed, without any
geometric assumptions on the node distribution, the classical condition number κpVN q “ σmaxpVN qσminpVN q
is well-known to grow exponentially with s, see e.g. [12, 38] and references therein. In contrast,
the errors in (2.5) grow exponentially with the multiplicities of each cluster, and only linearly in
the overall number of nodes (compare also with [6, Corollary 3.10]).
Remark 2.6. If one considers perturbations in X as well, the stability analysis becomes more
complicated, see e.g. [14, 27]. The main point we would like to emphasize here is that the compo-
nents of a have different condition numbers according to the multiplicity of the nodes of X in the
corresponding cluster.
3. Orthogonality of cluster subspaces
In this section we prove Theorem 2.1. To facilitate the reading, let us start with a short overview
of the steps.
(1) In Section 3.1 we introduce several objects associated with an ph, sq-cluster X : a particular
basis for L “ LpX , Nq, called the “divided difference basis”; the limit space L¯; and a certain
basis for L¯ called the “limit basis”. We show that the spaces L and L¯ are “close”, in the
sense that the divided difference basis vectors of L are close to the corresponding limit basis
vectors of L¯, up to order OpNhq.
(2) Next, in Subsection 3.2 we show that limit basis is well-conditioned (i.e. the smallest singular
value of the corresponding matrix is effectively bounded from below for large enough N).
(3) Given two different clusters of the nodes, X with s1 nodes and Y with s2 nodes, in Subsection
3.3 we prove the following key property: the limit spaces L¯pX , Nq, L¯pY, Nq, are nearly
orthogonal, with =minpL¯1, L¯2q being of order π2 ´O
`
1
N
˘
.
(4) Combining the above results, in Subsection 3.4 we conclude that the angle between any
v P L1 and u P L2 is at least π2 ´OpNhq ´Op 1N q, completing the proof.
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3.1. Spaces and bases. Let X form an ph, sq-cluster as in Definition 2.2, fix N ě s ´ 1, and, as
per Definition 2.4, let
LpX q “ LpX , Nq “ span tv1, . . . ,vsu Ă CN`1, VN pX q “ rv1, . . . ,vss .
We start by constructing a basis for LpX q, different from tv1, . . . ,vsu, which is given by certain
divided differences of the vectors v1, . . . ,vs. For the reader’s convenience we recall the definition
of divided differences below, and list several of their propoerties in Lemma A.1 in Appendix A. For
further references see e.g. [18] and [8, Section 6.2].
Definition 3.1 (Divided finite differences). Let an arbitrary sequence of points pt1, t2, . . . , q be given
(repetitions are allowed). For any n “ 1, 2, . . . ,, and for any smooth enough real-valued function f ,
defined at least on t1, . . . , tn, the n ´ 1-st divided difference rt1, . . . , tnsf is the n-th coefficient, in
the Newton form, of the (uniquely defined) Hermite interpolation polynomial p, which agrees with
f and its derivatives of appropriate order on t1, . . . , tn, i.e. rt1, . . . , tnsf ” rt1, . . . , tnsp where
f pℓqptjq “ ppℓqptjq : 1 ď j ď n, 0 ď ℓ ă dj :“ # ti : ti “ tju ;
pptq ”
nÿ
j“1
trt1, . . . , tjspu
j´1ź
k“1
pt´ tjq.
Divided differences of complex-valued functions are defined by applying them to the real and the
imaginary parts separately:
rt1, . . . , tnspf ` ıgq “ rt1, . . . , tnsf ` ırt1, . . . , tnsg.
For a vector of functions f “ pf1, . . . , fmq, we denote
rt1, . . . , tnsf :“ prt1, . . . , tnsf1, . . . , rt1, . . . , tnsfmq P Cm.
Denote by
vN pxq “
`
1, eıx, e2ıx, . . . , eNıx
˘
the vector of N ` 1 exponential functions. Note that by (A.2) the standard basis for LpX , Nq can
be simply written as
vj ” rxjsvN pxq, j “ 1, . . . , s. (3.1)
Definition 3.2. Given X “ tx1, . . . , xsu Ă p´π, πs and a positive integer N , define, for every
j P t1, . . . , su the following vector:
wj :“ pj ´ 1q!rx1, . . . , xjsvN pxq, w˜j :“ wj}wj} . (3.2)
The ordered set W “WpX q “ tw1, . . . ,wsu is called the divided difference basis to LpX q, and the
ordered set ĂW “ ĂWpX q “ tw˜1, . . . , w˜su is called the normalized divided difference basis to LpX q.
Definition 3.3 (Limit basis and limit space). Given ζ P p´π, πs and positive integers N, s, define,
for every j P t1, . . . , su the following vector:
uj :“ pj ´ 1q!rζ, . . . , ζloomoon
j times
svN pxq, u˜j “ uj}uj} . (3.3)
The ordered set Upζ,N, sq :“ tu1, . . . ,usu Ă CN`1 is called the pζ,N, sq limit basis, and the ordered
set rU “ rUpζ,N, sq “ tu˜1, . . . , u˜su is called the normalized pζ,N, sq limit basis.
We further define the limit space at ζ as
L¯pζ,N, sq :“ span tU pζ,N, squ Ă CN`1.
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Definition 3.4 (Cluster limit space). For X forming an ph, sq-cluster we define the cluster limit
space L¯pX , Nq by
L¯pX , Nq :“ L¯px1, N, sq Ă CN`1.
Remark 3.1. The choice of the point x1 in the definition of L¯pX , Nq is arbitrary, in the sense
that all subsequent results hold true if we replace x1 in Definition 3.4 with another node xj P X , or,
even more generally, with any other point x P rminj xj,maxj xjs. Furthermore, note that L¯pX , Nq
depends neither on the cluster size h nor on the relative positions of the points inside the cluster.
Below we establish several properties of the sets W, ĂW, U , rU and the relationships between them,
which will be used in the rest of the section, towards the proof of Theorem 2.1 in Subsection 3.4.
Proposition 3.1. Let X form an ph, sq-cluster, and let N ě s´ 1.
(1) span tWpX qu “ LpX q.
(2) Each uj P Upζ,N, sq is explicitly given by
uj,k “ d
j´1
dxj´1
eıkx
ˇˇˇ
ζ
“ pıkqj´1eıkζ , j “ 1, . . . , s, k “ 0, . . . , N, (3.4)
(3) Upζ,N, sq is a linearly independent set, i.e. it is indeed a basis for L¯pζ,N, sq.
(4) Putting ζ “ x1, then
lim
hÑ0
wj “ uj P U px1, N, sq , j P t1, . . . , su .
(5) With C17 “ C17psq :“ 1?
2s´1 , we have
C17N
j´ 1
2 ď}uj} ď N j´ 12 , uj P Upζ,N, sq, j P t1, . . . , su . (3.5)
(6) With C18 :“ 2
?
2, we have
}u˜j ´ w˜j} ď C18Nh, u˜j P rUpx1, N, sq, w˜j P ĂWpX q, j P t1, . . . , su . (3.6)
Proof. In the proofs below, we use results from Appendices A and B.
(1) Using the extended form (A.3) together with (3.1), we see that each vector wj is a linear
combination of the original basis vectors v1, . . . ,vj, i.e.
wj “
jÿ
k“1
1ś
k‰jpxj ´ xkq
vk.
Hence the set w1, . . . ,ws is given by a triangular transformation, with non-zero coefficients,
of the original basis v1, . . . ,vs, and therefore forms another basis to the subspace LpX q.
(2) Follows from (A.5) and (3.3).
(3) Using the previous explicit formula for uj, the matrix ru1, . . . ,uss P CpN`1qˆs is, up to a
diagonal factor, the Pascal-Vandermonde matrix and is known to be full rank (see e.g. [4,
Section 4.1]).
(4) Directly follows from the definitions and the continuity property (A.1).
(5) For each j P t1, . . . , su we have that }uj} “
břN
k“0 k2pj´1q. Using (B.2) we have
N j´
1
2?
2s ´ 1 ď
N j´
1
2?
2j ´ 1 ď }uj} ď N
j´ 1
2 ,
which then proves (3.5).
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(6) First we have that
}u˜j ´ w˜j} “
›››› uj}uj} ´ wj}wj}
›››› “ 1}uj}
››››uj ´wj ` ˆ1´ }uj}}wj}
˙
wj
››››
ď 1}uj}
`}uj ´wj} ` ˇˇ}uj} ´ }wj}ˇˇ˘
ď 2}uj ´wj}}uj} .
(3.7)
Let k P t0, 1, . . . , Nu. By assumption, |xℓ ´ xm| ď h for all ℓ,m P t1, . . . , ju. Using
(3.4), (3.2), and applying (A.4) to the real and the imaginary parts of eikx, we obtain
ξ1, ξ2 P rminℓ xℓ,maxℓ xℓs such that
|uj,k ´wj,k|2 “
ˇˇˇˇ
dj´1
dxj´1
eıkx
ˇˇˇ
x1
´ pj ´ 1q!rx1, . . . , xjseıkx
ˇˇˇˇ2
“
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ dj´1dxj´1 cospkxqˇˇˇx1 ´ d
j´1
dxj´1
cospkxq
ˇˇˇ
ξ1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
`
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ dj´1dxj´1 sinpkxqˇˇˇx1 ´ d
j´1
dxj´1
sinpkxq
ˇˇˇ
ξ2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
ď 2k2jh2,
where the last line is obtained by applying the standard mean value theorem to cospj´1qpkxq
and sinpj´1qpkxq, respectively.
Now |uj,k ´wj,k| ď
?
2kjh, which implies that
}uj ´wj} ď
?
2h
˜
nÿ
k“1
k2j
¸1{2
.
Using }uj} “
břN
k“0 k2pj´1q and (3.7), we obtain that
}u˜j ´ w˜j} ď 2
?
2h
˜ řN
k“1 k
2jřN
k“1 k2pj´1q
¸1{2
ď 2
?
2hN. 
3.2. Conditioning of the limit basis. Given ζ P p´π, πs, and N ě s´1, consider the normalized
limit basis rU “ rUpζ,N, sq to the limit space L¯pζ,N, sq Ă CN`1. While for any fixed N we have
seen that rU is linearly independent, in this section we will furthermore establish that for sufficiently
large N the corresponding condition number is bounded from below by a constant which does not
depend on N .
For each ζ as above, let Upζ,N, sq P CpN`1qˆs denote the matrix with columns tu˜1, . . . , u˜su:
Upζ,N, sq “ ru˜1, . . . , u˜ss “
»—————–
1 0 . . . 0
eıζ pıqeıζ . . . pıqs´1eıζ
eı2ζ pı2qeı2ζ . . . pı2qs´1eı2ζ
...
...
...
...
eıNζ pıNqeıNζ . . . pıNqs´1eıNζ
fiffiffiffiffiffifl ¨ diagp}u1}´1, . . . , }us}´1q.
Proposition 3.2. Given a positive integer s and ζ P p´π, πs, there exist a monotonically increasing
constant N1 “ N1psq and a monotonically decreasing constant Ξ “ Ξpsq ą 0, such that for any
N ě N1,
σmin pUpζ,N, sqq ě Ξ.
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Moreover, Ξ “
b
λminpH¯sq
2
, where H¯s is the normalized sˆ s Hilbert matrix defined in (3.12) below.
Proof. First we extract the ıj´1 factor from each column by putting
U˜N “ Upζ,N, sq ¨ diagpı´0, . . . , ı´ps´1qq,
and clearly σmin
´
U˜N
¯
“ σmin pUpζ,N, sqq. We therefore continue with U˜N .
Next we consider the Gramian matrix U˜HNU˜N , and we have that”
U˜HNU˜N
ı
j,l
“
řN
k“0 k
j`l´2
}uj} ¨ }ul} “
řN
k“0 k
j`l´2c´řN
k“0 k2pj´1q
¯´řN
k“0 k2pl´1q
¯ . (3.8)
By combining (3.8) and (B.1) we get3”
U˜HNU˜N
ı
j,l
“
Nj`l´1
j`l´1 `OpN j`l´2qc´
N2j´1
2j´1 `OpN2j´2q
¯´
N2l´1
2l´1 `OpN2l´2q
¯ “ ?2j ´ 1?2l ´ 1j ` l ´ 1 `O
ˆ
1
N
˙
, (3.9)
where the O asymptotic notation here and throughout the rest of the proof will always refer to N .
Define the inner product x¨, ¨yH and the corresponding norm } ¨ }H , over the vector space of poly-
nomials of degree smaller than s, as
xP,QyH “
ż
1
0
P pxqQpxqdx. (3.10)
Then by (3.9) we can write U˜HNU˜N as follows
U˜HNU˜N “ H¯s `Es, (3.11)
where Es, H¯s are Hermitian matrices, the entries of Es are O
`
1
N
˘
, and H¯s is the normalized Hilbert
matrix (see e.g [16, 43]),
rH¯ssj,l “
B
xj´1
}xj´1}H ,
xl´1
}xl´1}H
F
H
“
ż
1
0
xj´1
}xj´1}H
xl´1
}xl´1}H dx. (3.12)
H¯s is the Gramian matrix with respect to the inner products of the form (3.10), of the normal-
ized monomial basis 1}1}H , . . . ,
xs´1
}xs´1}H . Therefore, it is non-degenerate, and its smallest eigenvalue
λminpH¯sq is bounded from below by a positive constant depending only on s.
On the other hand, since the entries of Es are O
`
1
N
˘
and Es is Hermitian (but not necessarily
PSD), we have that
λminpEsq ě ´}Es} ě ´}Es}F ě sO
ˆ
1
N
˙
. (3.13)
Using (3.13) we set N1psq to be such that for all N ě N1, λminpEsq ě ´λminpH¯sq2 . Furthermore,
we increase N1psq to be as least as large as N1p1q, . . . , N1ps ´ 1q. Then using (3.11) and Weyl’s
perturbation inequality, for all N ě N1,
σminpU˜N q “
c
λmin
´
U˜HNU˜N
¯
ě
b
λmin
`
H¯s
˘` λmin pEq ě
d
λmin
`
H¯s
˘
2
.
3Notice also that an explicit bound for the OpNq terms can be obtained from Faulhaber’s formula given in (B.1).
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The last claim that Ξpsq is decreasing follows as deleting the last row and column of H¯s`1 gives
H¯s. Thus, λminpH¯s`1q ď λminpH¯sq by the minimax principle. 
Remark 3.2. Clearly, σmin pUpζ,N, sqq does not depend on ζ and we just proved that
σmin pUpζ,N, sqq Ñ
b
λminpH¯sq, N Ñ8.
Since Upζ,N, sq is injective whenever N ě s´1 (recall Proposition 3.1), we could replace N1psq by
s´1. Then, however, we would lose control over Ξpsq. Here we can give an asymptotic lower bound
for Ξpsq as follows. The asymptotic behavior of λminpHsq where Hs is the unnormalized Hilbert
matrix is known to be
λminpHsq P Θ
´?
sp1`
?
2q´4s
¯
, sÑ8,
see [47], equation (3.35). By normalization we lose at most another factor of s, ending up with a
lower bound of order p1`?2q´2s{?s for Ξpsq.
3.3. Near-orthogonality of the limit spaces.
Proposition 3.3. For any two distinct points ζ1, ζ2 P p´π, πs and positive integers s1, s2, there
exists a positive constant C19ps1, s2q, such that for any N ě maxps1, s2q ´ 1:
|xz1, z2y| ď C19
∆ pζ1, ζ2qN ; zℓ P
rU pζℓ, N, sℓq , ℓ “ 1, 2. (3.14)
Proof. Consider the following limit vectors (as they appear in Definition 3.3):
U pζℓ, N, sℓq “
!
u
pℓq
j
)sℓ
j“1
, ℓ “ 1, 2;
rU pζℓ, N, sℓq “ !u˜pℓqj )sℓ
j“1
, ℓ “ 1, 2.
Consider an arbitrary any pair of normalized limit vectors z1 “ u˜p1qp and z2 “ u˜p2qq , p “ 1, . . . , s1,
q “ 1, . . . , s2. By (3.5) we have:
1?
2s1 ´ 1N
p´ 1
2 ď}up1qp } ď Np´
1
2 ,
1?
2s2 ´ 1N
q´ 1
2 ď}up2qq } ď N q´
1
2 .
(3.15)
By (3.4) we have
xup1qp ,up2qq y “ ıp`q´2p´1qq´1
Nÿ
k“0
kp`q´2zk,
with z “ eıpζ1´ζ2q. Notice that since ζ1 ‰ ζ2, we have z ‰ 1. Now using Lemma C.1 we get thatˇˇˇ
xup1qp ,up2qq y
ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ Nÿ
k“0
kp`q´2zk
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď 2|1´ z|Np`q´2. (3.16)
Finally we have that
|1´ z| “ |1´ eıpζ1´ζ2q| ě 2
π
∆pζ1, ζ2q,
which together with (3.16) gives thatˇˇˇ
xup1qp ,up2qq y
ˇˇˇ
ď π
∆pζ1, ζ2qN
p`q´2. (3.17)
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Combining (3.15) with (3.17) we obtain:
|xz1, z2y| “ |xu
p1q
p ,u
p2q
q y|
}up1qp }}up2qq }
ď
ap2s1 ´ 1qp2s2 ´ 1qπNp`q´2
Np´
1
2N q´
1
2∆pζ1, ζ2q
,
finishing the proof with C19ps1, s2q “ π
ap2s1 ´ 1qp2s2 ´ 1q. 
3.4. Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let X , s1, h
p1q,Y, s2, hp2q, θ, h be as stated in Theorem 2.1. Let N
be such that C1 ď N ď C2h , where C1 “ C1ps1, s2q, C2 “ C2ps1, s2q, will be specified within the
proof.
Let v P L1 “ LpX , Nq and u P L2 “ LpY, Nq be two unit vectors. We will show that
|xv,uy| ď C20ps1, s2q
Nθ
`C21ps1, s2qNh, (3.18)
where C20 “ C20ps1, s2q and C21 “ C21ps1, s2q will be specified during the proof. Now, (3.18)
implies that
=minpL1, L2q ě π
2
´ π
2
C20ps1, s2q
Nθ
´ π
2
C21ps1, s2qNh,
thus proving (2.2) with C4 “ π2C20 and C3 “ π2C21.
Recalling Definitions 3.2 and 3.3, letrUpx1, N, s1q :“ !u˜p1q1 , . . . , u˜p1qs1 ) , U1 :“ ru˜p1q1 , . . . , u˜p1qs1 s;rUpy1, N, s2q :“ !u˜p2q1 , . . . , u˜p2qs2 ) , U2 :“ ru˜p2q1 , . . . , u˜p2qs2 s;ĂWpX q :“ !w˜p1q
1
, . . . , w˜p1qs1
)
, W1 :“ rw˜p1q1 , . . . , w˜p1qs1 s;ĂWpYq :“ !w˜p2q
1
, . . . , w˜p2qs2
)
, W2 :“ rw˜p2q1 , . . . , w˜p2qs2 s.
Furthermore, put
W1 “ U1 `E1, W2 “ U2 `E2. (3.19)
Then by (3.6) and equation (2.1),
}Ej} ď }Ej}F ď
?
sC18Nh, j P t1, 2u (3.20)
for s “ maxps1, s2q. In addition, since the columns of U1 and U2 have unit length, we also have
that
}Uj} ď }Uj}F ď
?
s, j P t1, 2u. (3.21)
We now represent v using the basis W1 and u using the basis W2 as follows:
v “W1a, u “W2b.
Then using (3.20) and (3.21), and assuming Nh ă 1, we get that
|xv,uy| “ ˇˇbHWH2 W1aˇˇ
“ ˇˇbHpU2 `E2qHpU1 `E1qaˇˇ
ď |bHUH2 U1a| ` |bHUH2 E1a| ` |bHEH2 U1a| ` |bHEH2 E1a|
ď |bHUH2 U1a| ` }b}}a}sC18Nh` }b}}a}sC18Nh` }b}}a}sC218pNhq2
ď |bHUH2 U1a| ` C22psq}b}}a}Nh.
(3.22)
By Proposition 3.2 we have that
σminpU1q ě Ξpsq, σminpU2q ě Ξpsq, (3.23)
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provided N ě N1psq, where Ξ and N1 are the constants defined4 in Proposition 3.2.
Assume that N and h satisfy
Nh ď min
ˆ
1,
Ξpsq
2
?
sC18
˙
“ C2psq. (3.24)
Then, using (3.19), (3.20), (3.24) and (3.23), and applying the standard singular value perturbation
bound, we get
σminpW1q “ σminpU1 `E1q ě σminpU1q ´ }E1} ě Ξpsq
2
,
σminpW2q “ σminpU2 `E2q ě σminpU2q ´ }E2} ě Ξpsq
2
.
(3.25)
By (3.25) we conclude that
}a} ď }W:
1
}}v} ď 2Ξ´1psq,
}b} ď }W:
2
}}u} ď 2Ξ´1psq.
(3.26)
Now combining (3.22), (3.26) and (3.14), we get that
|xv,uy| ď |bHUH2 U1a| ` 4C22Ξ´2psqNh
ď 4sΞ
´2psqC19ps1, s2q
Nθ
` 4C22Ξ´2psqNh,
which proves (3.18) with C20 “ 4sΞ´2psqC19ps1, s2q, and C21 “ 4C22Ξ´2psq.
Collecting the assumptions we have made along the proof, regarding the range of N for which the
intermediate claims hold, we required:
‚ N ď C2
h
, this assumption was used in (3.24) in order to establish (3.26) and (3.22).
‚ N ě N1psq, this assumption was used to establish (3.23).
Therefore, we have proved Theorem 2.1 with C2, C3 and C4 as above and with C1 “ N1psq. 
4. Proof of Theorem 2.3
Given nodes X “ tx1, . . . , xsu and N “ 2M where M is an integer, definerVN pX q :“ 1?
N
VN ˆ diag
 
e´ıMxj
(
j“1,...,s “
1?
2M
rexp pıkxjqsj“1,...,sk“´M,...,M .
Also, let
GN “ GN pX q :“ rVN pX qH rVN pX q “ 1
2M
rDM pxi ´ xjqsi,j ,
where DM is the Dirichlet kernel of order M :
DM ptq :“
Mÿ
k“´M
exppıktq “
$&%
sinppM` 1
2
qtq
sin
t
2
t R 2πZ,
2M ` 1 else.
Therefore,
σj pVN pX qq “ N 12σj
´rVN pX q¯ “bNλj pGN q, j “ 1, . . . , s. (4.1)
4Here we used the fact the N1psq is increasing in s and Ξpsq is decreasing in s (see Proposition 3.2).
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Put ε :“Mh “ Nh
2
. Further, put ty1, . . . , ysu “ Y :“ 1hX . Then we have
GN “ 1
2M
„
DM
ˆ
ε
pyi ´ yjq
M
˙
1ďi,jďs
,
where τ ď |yi ´ yj| ď 1 for i ‰ j.
The following is essentially a variation of [46, Theorem 8], suitable for our setting.
Denote by D “ DpYq the distance matrix D “ ryi ´ yjsi,j, and Dk “
”
pyi ´ yjqk
ı
i,j
the element-
wise powers of D.
Next, define for m “ 0, 1, . . . , s´ 1 the pm` 1q ˆ s Vandermonde matrices
Pm “ PmpYq “
”
ykj
ıj“1,...,s
k“0,...,m
.
Since the elements of tyju are pairwise different, the matrices Pm have full row rank (equal to
m` 1). Thus, dimkerPm “ s´ 1´m, and furthermore, with P´1 :“ 0H ,
t0u “ kerPs´1 Ă kerPs´2 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă kerP0 Ă kerP´1 ” Rs.
The following key result is precisely the well-known Micchelli lemma.
Lemma 4.1 (Lemma 3.1 in [36]). Let m “ 0, 1, . . . , s´ 1. If a P kerPm´1 then
p´1qmaHD2ma ě 0, (4.2)
while equality holds if and only if a P kerPm.
Corollary 4.1. Let m “ 0, 1, . . . , s´ 1. For each a P kerPm´1 and b P kerPm we have
aHD2mb “ 0. (4.3)
Proof. By Lemma 4.1 we have that p´1qmD2m is positive semi-definite on kerPm´1, i.e., if Qm
is the orthogonal projection matrix onto kerPm´1 then D˜ “ QHmp´1qmD2mQm is positive semi-
definite. Invoking Lemma 4.1 again we obtain bHD˜b “ 0, implying D˜b “ 0. 
It can be readily checked that the Taylor expansion of the normalized Dirichlet kernel at the origin
is
1
2M
DM
ˆ
t
M
˙
“
8ÿ
k“0
p´1qkF pM,kqp2kq! t
2k, F pM,kq :“ 1
2M2k`1
Mÿ
m“´M
m2k.
Note that by (B.2) we have
F pM,kq P
„
1
2k ` 1 , 1

. (4.4)
We get
aHGNa “
8ÿ
k“0
p´1qkε2kF pM,kqp2kq! a
H
D
2ka.
Applying the Courant-Fischer minimax principle (see e.g. Theorem 4.2.6 in [29]), we get for
m P t0, 1, . . . , s´ 1u
λm`1pGN q “ min
L:dimL“s´m
max
}v}“1, vPL
vHGNv
ď max
}a}“1, aPkerPm´1
aHGNa ď max}a}“1, aPkerPm´1
8ÿ
k“m
ε2k
p2kq!
ˇˇˇ
aHD2ka
ˇˇˇ
.
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For every k P N, the entries of D2k are bounded from above by 1, therefore equation (2.1) yields
|aHD2ka| ď }D2k} ď }D2k}F ď s.
Now suppose that ε ă 1, then clearly
λm`1 pGN q ď max}a}“1, aPkerPm´1
8ÿ
k“m
ε2k
p2kq! |a
H
D
2ka| ď seε2m. (4.5)
Let kerPm´1 “ kerPm ‘Mm (i.e. Mm is the orthogonal complement of kerPm in kerPm´1).
Clearly dimMm “ 1. Let Qm “ ‘mk“0Mk. Using the minimax principle once again yields
λm`1pGN q “ max
L:dimL“m`1
min
}v}“1,vPL
vHGNv
ě min
aPQm, }a}“1
aHGNa “: µεm`1.
Proposition 4.1. There exists a constant C23 “ C23pτ,m, sq such that
lim inf
εÑ0
ε´2mµεm`1 ě C23 ą 0. (4.6)
Proof. First notice that lim supεÑ0 ε´2mµεm`1 ă 8, for example by using the second estimate in
(4.5). Now define
ρεm`1 :“ min
aPMm, }a}“1
aHGNa.
Using (4.2) we obtain
ρεm`1 ě min
aPMm, }a}“1
"
F pM,mqε2m
p2mq!
ˇˇ
aHD2ma
ˇˇ´ 8ÿ
k“m`1
ε2k
p2kq!
ˇˇˇ
aHD2ka
ˇˇˇ*
. (4.7)
Define
Ypτ, sq :“ tY “ ty1, . . . , ysu : τ ď |yi ´ yj| ď 1 for i ‰ ju .
The following minimum exists:
C24 “ C24 pτ,m, sq :“ min
YPYpτ,sq
min
aPMmpYq, }a}“1
ˇˇ
aHD2mpYqaˇˇ ą 0.
Thus, using (4.4) and the second inequality in (4.5), we can bound the minimum in (4.7) uniformly
over all Y:
ρεm`1 ě ε2m
ˆ
C24
p2m` 1q! ´ seε
2
˙
. (4.8)
Unfortunately, we cannot in general conclude that for a fixed ε we have µεm`1 “ ρεm`1 – since
the minimum over Qm is not necessarily attained by a vector in Mm. However, this claim holds
asymptotically as εÑ 0. Indeed, let aε P Qm be a unit vector with paεqHGNaε “ µεm`1. By passing
to a converging subsequence, we can assure that limεkÑ0 a
εk “ a˚ and a standard calculation yields
lim
εkÑ0
ε´2mk µ
εk
m`1 “ lim
εkÑ0
ε´2mk pa˚qHGNa˚ ă 8. (4.9)
We claim that a˚ PMm. Otherwise, let ℓ ă m be the smallest index such that the projection onto
Mℓ of a
˚ is non-zero. We write
a˚ “ v `w, v P Mℓ, w P
mà
k“ℓ`1
Mk.
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Calculations analogous to (4.7) and (4.8) give
pa˚qHGNa˚ ě ε2ℓ}v}22
ˆ
C24
p2ℓ` 1q! ´ seε
2
˙
` 2vHGNw `wHGNw.
By (4.5), wHGNw ď seε2ℓ`2. By (4.3) we have that
vHGNw “
8ÿ
k“0
p´1qkε2kF pM,kqp2kq! v
H
D
2kw “
8ÿ
k“ℓ`1
p´1qkε2kF pM,kqp2kq! v
H
D
2kw
as v P kerPℓ´1 and w P kerPℓ. That would result in
pa˚qHGNa˚ ě C˜ε2ℓ, C˜ ą 0,
a contradiction to the finiteness of the limes (4.9). Therefore by (4.8)
lim inf
εÑ0
ε´2mµεm`1 “ lim inf
εÑ0
ε´2mρεm`1 ě
C24
p2m` 1q! ,
concluding the proof with C23 “ C24p2m`1q! . 
Using (4.6), we conclude that there exists ε˚pτ,m, sq such that for all ε ă ε˚ we have
λm`1 pGN q ě 1
2
C23pτ,m, sqε2m. (4.10)
Combining (4.1), (4.5) and (4.10), we conclude that (2.4) holds with
C9pτ, sq :“ 2min
ˆ
1, min
0ďmăs
ε˚pτ,m, sq
˙
,
C10pτ, sq :“ min
0ďmăs
2´m´
1
2C23pτ,m, sq 12 ,
C11psq :“
?
se.
Remark 4.1. Unfortunately, the constant C9 could not be given explicitly.
5. Spectral properties of multi-cluster Vandermonde matrices
5.1. Singular values of nearly orthogonal spaces. In this section we consider an Nˆs matrix
A whose columns are partitioned asA “ rA1, . . . ,AM s, and with the blocksAj having the following
property: Let Lj be the subspace spanned be the columns of the sub-matrix Aj. We consider the
case where the minimal principle angle between each pair of subspaces Lj, Lk is large:
=minpLj, Lkq ě π
2
´ α,
for some “small enough” α.
We show below that in this case, the singular values of A are given by a multiplicative perturba-
tion of the singular values of all the sub-matrices Aj , the size of the multiplicative factor of the
perturbation γ is
?
1´ sα ď γ ď ?1` sα.
Lemma 5.1. Let A P CNˆs, N ě s, such that A is given in the following block form
A “ rA1, . . . ,AM s,
with Aj P CNˆsj and
řM
j“1 sj “ s. Let Lj Ă CN be the subspace spanned by the columns of the
sub-matrix Aj . Assume that for all 1 ď j, k ďM, j ‰ k, and 0 ď α ď 1s ,
=minpLj, Lkq ě π
2
´ α. (5.1)
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Then the following hold.
(1) For each j “ 1, . . . ,M , let Aj “ QjRj be the QR-decomposition of Aj , where Qj P CNˆsj
has orthonormal columns, and Rj P Csjˆsj is upper triangular. Write
A “ QR ” rQ1, . . . ,QM sdiagpR1, . . . ,RM q, (5.2)
where diagpR1, . . . ,RM q P Csˆs is a block diagonal matrix whose diagonal blocks are R1, . . . ,
RM . Then ?
1´ sα ď σminpQq ď σmaxpQq ď
?
1` sα. (5.3)
(2) Let
σ1 ě . . . ě σs
be the ordered collection of all the singular values of A, and let
σ˜1 ě . . . ě σ˜s
be the ordered collection of all the singular values of the sub-matrices tAju. Then?
1´ sα σ˜j ď σj ď
?
1` sα σ˜j j “ 1, . . . , s. (5.4)
For the proof of Lemma 5.1 we require the following standard estimate of the singular values of
matrix product (see e.g. [41, Theorem 4.5 and exercise 6 on page 36]).
Lemma 5.2. For m ě n, Let C P Cmˆn, B P Cmˆm and A P Cmˆn such that C “ BA. Then
the singular values of C are given by a multiplicative perturbation of the singular values of A as
follows:
σminpBqσjpAq ď σjpCq ď σmaxpBqσjpAq, 1 ď j ď n. (5.5)
Proof of Lemma 5.1. First we argue that the singular values of R “ diagpR1, . . . ,RM q are given
by σ˜1 ě . . . ě σ˜s.
Indeed we have that the singular values of R are given by the union of the singular values of its
diagonal blocks R1, . . . ,RM . From the other hand, for each j, the singular values of Aj are equal
to the singular values of Rj (and this is true since Qj is an orthogonal matrix). Therefore the
singular values of R, ordered according to their magnitude, are exactly
σ˜1 ě . . . ě σ˜s. (5.6)
Put Q “ rQ1, . . . ,QM s. Next we show that σmaxpQq ď
?
1` sα and that σminpQq ě
?
1´ sα.
We write the Gramian matrix
QHQ “ rQH1 ; . . . ;QHM srQ1, . . . ,QM s “
»———–
QH1 Q1 Q
H
1 Q2 . . . Q
H
1 QM
QH2 Q1 Q
H
2 Q2 . . . Q
H
2 Q1
...
...
...
...
QHMQ1 Q
H
MQ2 . . . Q
H
MQM
fiffiffiffifl .
The off-diagonal blocks are made out of inner products of unit vectors from different subspaces Lj .
By (5.1), for each pair of unit vectors v P Lj and u P Lk, j ‰ k,
|xu,vy| ď cos
´π
2
´ α
¯
“ sinpαq ď α.
Therefore the absolute value of each entry in the off-diagonal blocks is less than α.
On the other hand, for each j “ 1, . . . ,M , the diagonal block QHj Qj “ Isj , where Isj is the sj ˆ sj
identity matrix. We can therefore write QHQ as
QHQ “ Is `E, (5.7)
where Is is the s ˆ s identity matrix, and E P Csˆs is an Hermitian matrix, the absolute value of
each one of its entries is bounded by α. Therefore
λminpEq ě ´}E} ě ´}E}F ě ´sα, (5.8)
λmaxpEq ď }E} ď }E}F ď sα. (5.9)
Now using Weyl’s perturbation inequality on the perturbation (5.7) and the bounds (5.8) and (5.9),
we have that
σminpQq “
a
λmin pQq ě
?
1´ sα, (5.10)
σmaxpQq “
a
λmax pQq ď
?
1` sα. (5.11)
We conclude that according to (5.2), (5.6), (5.10) and (5.11), A can be written as follows:
A “ QR,
where the minimal and maximal singular values of Q are bounded as in (5.10) and (5.11), and the
singular values of R are exactly σ˜1 ě . . . ě σ˜s. The proof of Lemma 5.1 is then completed by
invoking Lemma 5.2 with C “ A, B “ Q and A “ R (on the left side are the matrices of Lemma
5.2). 
5.2. Multi-cluster subspace angles.
Proposition 5.1 (Multi-cluster subspace angles). Suppose that X “ tx1, . . . , xsu Ă p´π, πs forms
an pphpjq, spjqqMj“1, θq-clustered configuration, and put h “ maxjphpjqq. Then there exist constants
C5, C6, C25 and C26, depending only on s
p1q, . . . , spMq, such that for C5
θ
ď N ď C6
h
we have
=minpLpCpjq, Nq, LpCpkq, Nqq ě π
2
´ α, α :“ C25
Nθ
` C26Nh ď 1
s
, 1 ď j ă k ďM. (5.12)
Proof. (5.12) immediately follows from Theorem 2.1 with
C25 :“ max
1ďjăkďM
C4pspjq, spkqq, (5.13)
C26 :“ max
1ďjăkďM
C3pspjq, spkqq, (5.14)
C5 :“ max
ˆ
π
"
max
1ďjăkďM
C1pspjq, spkqq
*
, 2sC25
˙
, (5.15)
C6 :“ min
ˆ"
min
1ďjăkďM
C2pspjq, spkqq
*
,
1
2sC26
˙
. (5.16)
Here C1, C2, C3 and C4 are the constants specified in Theorem 2.1. 
5.3. Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let X form an pphpjq, spjqqMj“1, θq-clustered configuration and put
h “ maxjphpjqq. Let σ1 ě . . . ě σs and σ˜1 ě . . . ě σ˜s be as specified in Theorem 2.2. Without
loss of generality we assume that VN pX q is organized in block form, according to the clusters, as
follows:
VN pX q “
”
VN pCp1qq, . . . ,VN pCpMqq
ı
. (5.17)
By Proposition 5.1 we have the estimate (5.12) for
C5
θ
ď N ď C6
h
,
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when furthermore α ď 1
s
. Now we invoke Lemma 5.1 with A “ VN pX q, Aj “ VN pCpjqq and α as
above and get that
p1´ sαq 12 σ˜j ď σj ď p1` sαq
1
2 σ˜j j “ 1, . . . , s,
thus proving Theorem 2.2 with C5, C6 as above and C7 “ C25s and C8 “ C26s.
Remark 5.1. Let smax “ maxpspjqq. Then C25, C26 depend only on smax and not on s, while C5
scales linearly in s and C6 linearly in
1
s
. Finally, C7 and C8 scale linearly in s. Thus, the scaling
of the constants in the total number of nodes is only linear, while the scaling in the largest cluster
size is more severe. For example, our estimates give
C7 ď 2π2sp2smax ´ 1qsmaxΞ´2psmaxq
C8 “ 8πsp2`
?
2qsmaxΞ´2psmaxq,
with Ξ as in Proposition 3.2.
5.4. Proof of Theorem 2.4. Let A P Cmˆn be a matrix. We use the following notations:
‚ }A}k,1 for the ℓ1 norm of the k-th row of A, i.e.
}A}k,1 :“
nÿ
ℓ“1
ˇˇpAqk,ℓˇˇ, k P t1, . . . ,mu ;
‚ }A}k,max for the maximum norm of the k-th row of A, i.e.
}A}k,max :“ max
1ďℓďn
ˇˇpAqk,ℓˇˇ, k P t1, . . . ,mu .
Lemma 5.3. Let A “ BC P Cmˆn, where C P Cpˆn. Then
}A}k,1 ď ?pn}B}k,max}C}F . (5.18)
Proof. We have
}A}k,1 “
nÿ
ℓ“1
ˇˇpAqk,ℓˇˇ “ nÿ
ℓ“1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
pÿ
j“1
pBqk,j pCqj,ℓ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď }B}k,max
ÿ
j,ℓ
ˇˇˇ
pCqj,ℓ
ˇˇˇ
ď ?pn}B}k,max}C}F ,
where the last transition is just the Ho¨lder’s inequality. 
First we prove the following estimate.
Proposition 5.2 (Pseudoinverse row norms). Suppose that the node set X “ tx1, . . . , xsu Ă p´π, πs
forms an pphpjq, τ pjq, spjqqMj“1, θq-clustered configuration, with h “ max1ďjďM phpjqq. Then there exist
constants C14psp1q, . . . , spMqq and C15psp1q, . . . , spMqq such that for all C14θ ď N ď C15h and each
j P t1, 2, . . . ,Mu there exists a constant C16pspjq, τ pjqq such that for all ℓ P Cj pX q (recall Definition
2.6) we have
}V:N pX q}ℓ,1 ď C16s
ˆ
1
Nhpjq
˙spjq´1
. (5.19)
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Proof. Again, applying Proposition 5.1 and then Lemma 5.1 to the matrix VN pX q assumed to
be in the block form (5.17), we obtain the block QR-decomposition (5.2) VN pX q “ QR. Since
Q P CpN`1qˆs has full column rank, and R P Csˆs is invertible, we have
V:N “ R´1Q:. (5.20)
Using (5.3), we have
}Q:} “ σmax
`
Q:
˘ “ σ´1
min
pQq ď p1´ sαq´ 12 , (5.21)
where α “ C25
Nθ
` C26Nh as provided by Proposition 5.1.
On the other hand, each one of the blocks Rj has its singular values exactly equal to the singular
values of VN
`
Cpjq
˘
. By Theorem 2.3, the smallest one scales like N
1
2
`
Nhpjq
˘spjq´1
, and therefore
for some constant C27pspjq, τ pjqq we have, using equation (2.1),
}R´1j }max ď }R´1j } “ σ´1minpRjq ď C27
1?
N
ˆ
1
Nhpjq
˙spjq´1
.
Let ℓ P Cj pX q, then by (5.18) applied to (5.20), (5.21) and the fact that Q: is of rank s, we have
that
}V:N}ℓ,1 ď
?
sN}R´1j }max}Q:}F
ď sC27p1´ sαq´
1
2
ˆ
1
Nhpjq
˙spjq´1
.
Here, we used equation (2.1) once again. If Nθ ą 4sC25 and Nh ă 14sC26 we have α ă 12s and
consequently p1´ sαq´ 12 ă ?2. This completes the proof of (5.19) with C14psp1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , spMqq “
max pC5, 4sC25q, C15psp1q, . . . , spMqq “ min
´
C6,
1
4sC26
¯
and C16pspjq, τ pjqq “
?
2C27. 
Proof of Theorem 2.4. From Definition 2.7 we clearly have a pX ,bq “ V:N pX qb, and since a0 “
V:N pX qb0, we obtain by (5.19)
|pa´ a0qℓ| “
ˇˇˇ´
V:N pb´ b0q
¯
ℓ
ˇˇˇ
ď }V:N pX q}ℓ,1}b´ b0}8
ď C16s
ˆ
1
Nhpjq
˙spjq´1
}b´ b0}8.
This completes the proof of (2.5) with C14, C15 and C16 as in Proposition 5.2. 
6. Numerical experiments
In this section we provide basic numerical evidence supporting our main results. All calculations
were performed using Julia 1.1 with standard packages, in double precision floating point (and
sometimes multi-precision).
6.1. Cluster subspace angles. We use the notation from Theorem 2.1. In order to compute
the minimal principal angle =minpL1, L2q between L1 “ LpX , Nq and L2 “ LpY, Nq, we use the
standard SVD-based algorithm (see e.g. [15, 30]) which is numerically stable for large angles. We
then compute the complementary angle
β pL1, L2q :“ π
2
´ =minpL1, L2q.
In the experiments, the two clusters were chosen to consist of equispaced nodes with the same
cluster size hp1q “ hp2q “ h, and with a prescribed distance θ between the closest nodes.
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Figure 1. Complementary subspace angle β. Nh and θ fixed, varying N .
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1₂Nθ=0₁01
1₂Nθ=0₁001
Figure 2. Complementary subspace angle β. N, θ fixed, varying h.
According to the estimate (2.2) from Theorem 2.1, we have the bound
β pL1, L2q ď C4
Nθ
` C3Nh. (6.1)
In the first set of experiments, we kept the value of θ fixed, and changed N,h simultaneously so that
the productNh remained fixed. We chose 3 different values Nh “ 10´10, 10´5, 0.1. The dependence
of β on N is presented in Figure 1. For sp1q “ 4, sp2q “ 2 (left plot) the asymptotic decay β „ 1
N
is clearly seen, with smaller values of β corresponding to smaller values of Nh. This suggests that
C4
Nθ
is indeed the dominant term with respect to C3Nh in (6.1). However, for s
p1q “ sp2q “ 6 (right
plot) we see that when Nh “ 10´5, the value of β is relatively constant, « 10´5, while the value
of β for Nh “ 0.1 decays relatively slowly with N (for Nh “ 10´10 we still have β „ 1
N
). This
suggests that the value of Nh is indeed important for controlling the subspace angle in the regime
Nh ! 1, however for Nh “ Op1q there must be other factors.
In the second set of experiments, we kept the values of N and θ fixed, while changing h. We chose
again 3 different values θ “ 0.01, 0.1, 1. The dependence of β on h (or Nh) in this case is shown in
Figure 2. Notice that for small enough Nh we indeed see that β approaches a positive value which
is proportional to 1
Nθ
, i.e. the dominant role is played by the cluster separation. For increasing
values of Nh, the actual cluster subspaces move further away from the limit spaces and therefore
this regime is not covered by our theory. However, apparently also in this case β remains small,
but this must be due to other factors.
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σ3, slope=0.0
σ4, slope=0.0
σ5, slope=1.0
σ6, slope=1.0
σ7, slope=2.0
Figure 3. Singular values of 1?
N
VN as a function of Nh. (left) A single cluster with
s “ 4. (right) 2 nontrivial clusters (and 4 overall), multiplicities = 2, 1, 3, 1. The slopes of
the lines, computed by a linear fit, are written in the respective legend labels.
6.2. Spectra of multi-cluster Vandermonde matrices. We normalize the Vandermonde ma-
trix and compute the spectra of the matrices 1?
N
VN pX q. For each experiment we choose the values
of N and h randomly from within a prescribed range. In the multi-cluster setting, we construct 2
nontrivial clusters of same size hp1q “ hp2q “ h, and add zero or more well-separated nodes (so if
sp1q “ 2, sp2q “ 3 and s “ 7, there are 2 clusters of multiplicity 1). The values of σjp 1?
N
VN pX qq
for different X are plotted in Figure 3.
There is good agreement with Theorem 2.3 and Corollary 2.1. The proportionality constant is seen
to be not too large. Furthermore, the minimal value ofNh for which the bounds hold (corresponding
to the constants C9 and C6 in Theorems 2.3 and 2.2, respectively) is apparently reasonably high.
6.3. Least squares accuracy. Here we solve the least squares problem as in Theorem 2.4. In each
experiment, we choose N,h, ε uniformly at random within prescribed ranges. This in particular
defines X and VN pX q. We then choose the entries of the vectors a0 and f to be uniformly randomly
distributed in r0, 1s. Then we put b0 “ VN pX qa0 and b “ b0 ` εf . We then compute a “ apX ,bq
as in Definition 2.7. Finally, we set
δaℓ :“ |pa´ a0qℓ|}b´ b0}8 .
We then repeat the experiment multiple times, and plot δaℓ for all ℓ “ 1, . . . , s as a function of Nh.
The results are presented in Figure 4. There is a good agreement with the estimate (2.5) for each
component.
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Figure 4. Accuracy of least squares reconstruction. 2 nontrivial clusters (and 3 overall),
multiplicities = 2, 3, 1. The slopes of the lines, computed by a linear fit, are written in the
respective legend labels.
Appendix A. Divided differences
Recall Definition 3.1. The following properties can be found in e.g. [18], see also [8, Section 6.2].
Lemma A.1. The functionals rt1, . . . , tns satisfy the following.
(1) rt1, . . . , tnsf is a symmetric function of pt1, . . . , tnq.
(2) rt1, . . . , tnsf is a continuous function of pt1, . . . , tnq, i.e.
lim
pt1,...,tnqÑpu1,...,unq
rt1, . . . , tnsf “ ru1, . . . , unsf. (A.1)
(3) The numbers rt1, . . . , tnsf can be computed by the recursive rule
rt1, . . . , tnsf “
$’&’%
fpt1q n “ 1;
rt2,...,tnsf´rt1,...,tn´1sf
tn´t1 t1 ‰ tn;
limξÑtn
 
d
dξ
prξ, t2, . . . , tn´1sfq
(
t1 “ tn.
(A.2)
(4) In particular, if all ttju’s are distinct, then
rt1, . . . , tnsf “
nÿ
j“1
fptjqś
k‰jptj ´ tkq
. (A.3)
(5) (Mean value theorem) Let t1, . . . , tn P R and put I :“ rminℓ tℓ,maxℓ tℓs. Then
rt1, . . . , tnsf “ f
pn´1qpξq
pn´ 1q! , ξ P I. (A.4)
(6) From the above, in particular,
rt, t, . . . , tlooomooon
n times
sf “ f
pn´1qptq
pn´ 1q! . (A.5)
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Appendix B. Power sums
Lemma B.1. For a positive integer p, the sum of the pth powers of the first N ` 1 non-negative
integers is given by Faulhaber’s formula
Nÿ
k“0
kp “ N
p`1
p` 1 `
1
2
Np `
pÿ
k“2
Bk
k!
ppqk´1Np´k`1 “ N
p`1
p` 1 `OpN
pq, (B.1)
where Bk are the Bernoulli numbers, and ppqk´1 is the falling factorial, ppqk´1 “ p!pp´ k ` 1q! . We
also have the following non-asymptotic bounds:
Np`1
p` 1 “
ż N
0
xpdx ď
Nÿ
k“0
kp ď Np`1. (B.2)
Appendix C. Trigonometric cancellation
Lemma C.1. For each z ‰ 1 with |z| “ 1 and for each m P N we haveˇˇˇˇ
ˇ Nÿ
k“0
kmzk
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď 2|1´ z|Nm. (C.1)
Proof. Let us notice that a “naive” upper boundˇˇˇˇ
ˇ Nÿ
k“0
kmzk
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď Nÿ
k“0
km „ Nm`1
is not sufficient for our purposes. To get the order of Nm we have to take into account cancellations
in the sum (C.1) as follows:
p1´ zq
Nÿ
k“0
kmzk “ ´NmzN`1 `
Nÿ
k“0
kmzk ´
N´1ÿ
k“0
kmzk`1 “ ´NmzN`1 `
Nÿ
k“1
pkm ´ pk ´ 1qmqzk.
Then by the triangle inequality
|1´ z|
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ Nÿ
k“0
kmzk
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď Nm ` Nÿ
k“1
km ´ pk ´ 1qm “ 2Nm.
This completes the proof of Lemma C.1. 
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